Clustering is crucial to many applications in pattern recognition, data mining, and machine learning. Evolutionary techniques have been used with success in clustering, but most suffer from several shortcomings. We formulate requirements for efficient encoding, resistance to noise, and ability to discover the number of clusters automatically.
Introduction
The Need for a Robust Fitness Measure: Most existing evolutionary clustering techniques, such as [1] , and [2] , rely on a fitness that is based on a Sum of Squared Errors that is sensitive to noise because it increases indefinitely with distance. A robust fitness function can resist noise, for example by weighting the points' contributions by a robust weight function that decreases the influence of outliers. The Need for a Scalable Chromosome Encoding: The chromosome in most existing evolutionary clustering techniques either encodes a possible partition of the entire data set, or encodes all the cluster prototypes. The former encoding leads to an explosion of the search space size as the data set gets larger. The latter assumes a known number of clusters and leads to a search space size that explodes exponentially with the number of clusters. A scalable encoding that is independent of the number of clusters and the size of the data, encodes a single cluster prototype in each chromosome. The Need for Niching and Automatic Niche Size Estimation: An optimal single cluster encoding strategy will cause the fitness to have a different mode for each cluster. Therefore, niching methods are required. As in nature, niches in our context correspond to different subspaces of the environment (clusters) that can support different types of life (data samples).
The Unsupervised Niche Clustering and Comparison to Existing Evolutionary Clustering Techniques
The Unsupervised Niche Clustering (UNC) [3] is a recent approach to evolutionary clustering. UNC uses a chromosome representation encoding a single cluster prototype, and optimizes a density based fitness function that reaches a maximum at every good cluster center, hence requiring a niching strategy. A hybrid scale updating strategy is used to estimate the niche sizes reliably, and thus improve the niching. Because UNC uses robust weights in its cluster fitness definition, it is less sensitive to the presence of noise. Furthermore, the combination of the single-cluster chromosome encoding with niching offers a simple and efficient approach to automatically determine the optimal number of clusters. Table 1 compares some evolutionary clustering techniques, including UNC. 
Robustness to noise yes no no yes yes Automatic Scale Estimation yes no no no no 
Complexity per Generation
O(NN P ) O(CNN P ) O(CNN P ) O(CNN P ) O(N P CN log(N ))
Conclusion
Most existing clustering techniques necessitate the derivation of the optimal prototypes by differentiation to guarantee convergence to a local optimum, which can be impossible for most subjective and non-metric dissimilarity measures. For this reason, Evolutionary clustering methods are preferrable. Unfortunately most evolutionary clustering techniques are sensitive to noise, and assume a known numer of clusters. We summarized requirements to ensure efficient encoding, resistance to noise, and ability to discover the number of clusters automatically.
